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Resum 
 
 
El projecte descrit en aquest document consisteix en una eina de videoconferència, 
per representar les sessions de debat del Parlament Europeu virtual (VEP) i per 
apropar el ciutadà al Parlament Europeu, anomenada MegaConference.  
 
Aquest projecte esta inclòs dins el marc de treball de la fundació i2cat com a membre 
integrant del projecte VEP.  És una iniciativa provinent de tres regions diferents 
(Suècia, Bèlgica i Espanya) per involucrar als ciutadans Europeus en les activitats del 
Parlament Europeu mitjançant les noves tecnologies. 
 
El sistema de MegaConference té com a objectiu reproduir les sessions de debat del 
Parlament Europeu entre les tres regions membres del VEP. Cada regió participant 
(End Point) reuneix estudiants i polítics a una gran sala que conté tres grans pantalles 
on es podran veure tots els participants a l’hora. La persona que parla (Active 
Speaker) durant un torn es mostrarà sempre a la Pantalla Central.       
 
La MegaConference utilitza vídeo de qualitat DV.  L’us de DV representa una millora 
important, respecte els actuals sistemes de videoconferència, que permet apreciar la 
comunicació no verbal com són l’expressió facial o la gesticulació, expressions molt 
importants en les converses cara a cara i en l’entorn de la política. Utilitzant qualitat 
DV és possible projectar vídeo a les grans pantalles del End Point. 
 
Els End Point estan connectats a una MCU que controla el streaming de a cada End 
Point a més d’una destinació extra que permetrà la publicació de video de les 
sessions de debat per als usuaris a casa. 
 
Per complementar el sistema de MegaConference considerant l’objectiu d’apropar 
qualsevol usuari a les sessions de debat, tenint com a únic requisit un ordenador 
connectat a Internet, s’ha  desenvolupat una sala de Chat anomenada 
MegaConference Chat Room. 
 
Durant les sessions de debat aquesta sala de chat rep el streaming de la publicació 
de vídeo i mostra el transcurs de la sessió de debat permetent participar als usuaris 
que estant a casa a través de la Missatgeria Instantània. 
 
S’ha desenvolupat un pla de testeig que assegura que la MegaConference compleix 
tots els requisits del projecte. El sistema complert de MegaConference s’ha testejat i 
validat per a una propera posada en funcionament en un escenari real amb estudiants 
i polítics.  
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Overview 
 
 
The project described on this document consists on a video-conference tool to 
represent the Virtual European Parliament (VEP) debate sessions and bring the 
citizen closer to the European Parliament, named MegaConference system. 
This project is included into the i2cat framework as a member of the VEP project. It is 
an initiative from three different regions (Sweden, Belgium and Spain) to involve the 
European citizens in the European Parliament activities using new technologies. 
 
The MegaConference system aims to reproduce European Parliament debate 
sessions between the three VEP regions. Every participant region (End Point) brings 
students and politicians together in a big room that consists on 3 screens where all the 
participants at the same time can be seen. The video from the person talking at one 
turn, Active Speaker, will be shown in the Central Screen. 
 
The MegaConference system is based on Digital Video quality. It is a quality 
improvement from the actual video-conference that allows to appreciate the non-
verbal communication as gestures and facial expressions very important in a face to 
face conversation and in political environments. Employing Digital Video quality is able 
to project the video on big screens at the End Point. 
 
End Points are connected to an MCU that manages the video-streaming (received and 
sent) to every End Point plus an extra destination stream used for the video 
publication of the debate session for the users at home. 
 
To complement the MegaConference System regarding the objectives of to bringing 
any user closer to the debate sessions having a computer connected to internet as 
unique requirement, a MegaConference Chat Room has been developed. 
 
During the debate sessions this chat room receives the streaming from the video 
publication and show the course of the debate sessions allowing the participation 
using Instant Messaging from the users at home. 
 
A Test Plan has been performed assuring that the MegaConference system 
accomplishes the full requirements of the project. The complete MegaConference 
system has been tested and validated for a near set up in a real behavior with 
students and politicians.  
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The Virtual European Parliament (VEP) project is an initiative to involve the 
European citizens in the European Parliament activities using new technologies. 
 
The partners participating in the VEP project are coming from Sweden (CDT 
center for IT research), Belgium (i-City living Lab and Memori research center) 
and Spain (UPC and i2cat foundation). 
 
While, the Flemish and Swedish partners are responsible of the evaluation and 
analysis of the VEP activities, the providers of the required tools and services of 
the VEP project will be UPC together with i2cat, an entity dedicated to motivate 
the research and innovation over internet of new technologies. 
 
The project described on this document is included into the VEP Project as a 
development of a tool to virtually represent the European Parliament debate 
sessions employing video-conference technologies. 
 
1.1. VEP Project Description 
 
The VEP project aims –at its first trial phase- to integrate young EU students 
from 3 different regions (Lulea, Barcelona and Flanders) in the decision making 
process of the European Parliament. As a trial project the VEP activities will run 
in parallel with the actual agenda of the European Parliament. The young EU 
students will be able to: access information via VEP portal [1], share thoughts 
with the other participants, collaboratively write reports on specific topics and 
will be asked to give their opinion via mobile voting, surveying and virtual 
debate sessions. The process is moderated by an international support office 
looking after the quality of all VEP activities. 
 
During the project the next tasks will be developed: 
 A Virtual European Parliament Portal consisting of web 2.01 based 
technology, virtual debate sessions and a mobile community services 
platform for voting, surveying, an enabling mobile access to the VEP 
activities will be set up. 
 A trial will be set up consisting of 3 iterations. During this trial at least 600 
young EU students will participate in the VEP decision making process 
by using the technology and information supplied by the VEP Portal. For 
trial purposes the number of named participants is limited. But the 
VEP activities are open to other interested people; however they will not 
be involved in the evaluation activities. 
 During the trial information feedback will be gathered from the 
participants regarding the technology and the added value of the VEP 
Portal and activities. Based on this information the VEP activities will be 
further optimized during the project. 
                                            
1
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1.1.1. VEP project Objectives 
 
The objective of the VEP project is to successfully create a public room – the 
Virtual European Parliament - for a debate between citizens and decision 
makers (MEPs2) in EC3. The results of the project will contribute to the objective 
in 2010 to create a single European information space with increased 
knowledge about how to bring citizens and decision makers together in dialogue 
and debate. This project will also contribute to an improved legislative process 
by successfully bringing citizens and decision makers together.  
  
The principal actions to carry out these objectives will be based on: 
 Setting up a successful “Virtual European Parliament” for political debate 
in EC. 
 Creating motivation and engagement. 
 Creating knowledge about the social processes that take place in a 
public room. 
 Create knowledge about how to improve the legislation processes. 
 The novelties of this project are: 
 The use of “Innovation Jam” like software in political and decision related 
environments. 
 The use of MegaConferencing software (massive video-conferencing 
between 100-400 participants) in virtual parliament debate sessions. 
 The use of web 2.0 technology (blogging, wiki’s, tagging …) to facilitate 
interaction and content gathering. 
 The use of mobile technology linked to the rest of the tools for voting, 
contributing and opinion gathering. 
 Activities in the Virtual European Parliament are synchronized with the 
activities in the real European Parliament and follow the decision making 
process. 
 
1.1.2. Intended Results 
 
During the VEP project the usability of the VEP Portal consisting of web 2.0 and 
mobile technology will be analyzed. Furthermore the relevance of a virtual 
platform based on the MegaConference debate sessions to bridge the gap 
between decision makers and EU citizens will be evaluated. Those results will 
be the main input for a sustainability model that will be developed and 
discussed with stakeholders. They will be motivated to support the Virtual 
European Parliament beyond the duration of the project. 
                                            
2
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1.2. Project Framework 
 
The aim of the Project is to simulate virtually the European Parliament debate 
sessions allowing the communication between different regions using video-
conference technologies. 
 
The Project consists on the users’ requirements specification and the design, 
development and implementation of the MegaConference system required for 
the simulation of the European Parliament and bringing the citizen closer, 
having a computer connected to internet as unique requirement. 
 
As starting point the project takes advantages of an existing Multipoint Control 
Unit (MCU4) Library, previously developed on i2cat. 
 
Separated in specific tasks, the project consists of: 
 
1. To interact with the three user communities (Spain, Sweden and 
Belgium) in order to understand its needs and interests on the 
technology that takes part of this kind of video-conference scenarios. 
 
2. Users' requirement specification. 
 
3. Design a system able to simulate the European Parliament debate 
sessions, based on DV5 video-conference for more than 100 attendees 
per room. 
 
4. Detect and develop new requirements/features for the MCU Library in 
order to adapt it for the new environment. 
 
5. Start up and test the system in a real scenario with students and MEPs 
(European Parliament Members). 
 
6. Design and develop a web application that will allow the 
MegaConference debate sessions visualization and the VEP portal 
users’ discussion via Instant Messaging. 
 
After the requirements specification from the different VEP regions, a 
MegaConference proposal has been developed identifying the necessary 
elements to perform the assigned tasks.  
 
                                            
4
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5
 DV: Digital Video (see GLOSSARY) 
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CHAPTER 2. MEGACONFERENCE PROPOSAL 
 
This Chapter defines a complete scenario to achieve the specified requirements 
identifying the most important design areas, its elements and the relationship 
between them. 
 
To define a complete scenario, a requirements collection from the different VEP 
partners that have non-technical knowledge has been done via audio-
conference. As a result, the MegaConference main requirements are: 
 
 Reproduce a physical conversation (face to face communication). 
 Implement the European Parliament debate rules. 
 Provide a friendly User Interface that will show the course of the debate 
sessions, receiving the person speaking regardless the origin region, 
and allowing the participation of the users at home via text mode. 
 
2.1. Complete Scenario 
 
This scenario shows a general vision of the purposed system where are 
disposed the elements that will be designed and developed during the project 
and the established relationship between them. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1 MegaConference Complete Scenario 
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2.2. General Overview 
 
In order to achieve the video-conferencing objectives and its related 
requirements a MegaConference System has been designed. The system is 
composed by a set of End Points connected to an MCU that manages the 
video-streaming (received and sent) to every End Point plus an extra 
destination that will adapt the video publication of the debate session for the 
users at home. 
 
To complement the MegaConference System regarding the objectives of to 
bringing any citizen closer to the MegaConference debate sessions, a 
MegaConference Chat Room has been developed. 
 
During the debate sessions this chat room receives the streaming from the 
video publication to show the course of the debate sessions allowing the users 
to participate at home using Instant Messaging. 
 
In order to make this communication possible, the development of a chat 
platform has been necessary. 
 
The scenario described above, shows two main design areas, MegaConference 
System and MegaConference Chat Room which ones will determine the project 
structure and will be studied and defined in depth. 
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CHAPTER 3. MEGACONFERENCE SYSTEM 
 
During this chapter the process of analysis, design, implementation and 
configuration related to the MegaConference System and its elements will be 
explained. 
 
3.1. Initial Requirements 
 
Into the users’ requirement specification, the related requirements of the video-
conference system at the beginning of the project were the following: 
 
 To show the active speaker in a central screen. 
 Low cost system. 
 Video quality enough to project the video on big screens (minimum 
PAL6). 
 A low latency system to allow fluent video-conferencing with high 
interactivity (less than 1 second). 
 
The first one is required in order to achieve the main goals of the system, based 
on setting up a virtual parliament debate and send the video from the speaking 
person at any time to people at home. This requirement will determine the 
system behavior. 
 
The remaining requirements present a challenge that will determine the 
technology to be used on the MegaConference system for a correct video 
transmission and visualization. 
 
Into the MegaConference project, the video quality depends on the frame rate 
and the resolution of the employed video format and the low latency will depend 
on the video-conference system (video format and software/hardware for 
transmission and visualization). 
 
To accomplish these initial requirements three different video-conference 
systems have been evaluated. 
 
H.323: Is a standard system specification for performing audio-visual 
communication over internet [1]. To use H.323 a specific hardware will be 
required. Exists a wide variety of H.323 video-conferencing hardware developed 
able to achieve low latencies (less than 0,5sec) but in order to reach the quality 
enough for big screens projection a high cost equipment will be required, 
feature that does not fulfills the initial requirements. 
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DV7 + DVTS8 [3] : DV uses a video compression that performs a bit rate around 
30Mbps displaying a PAL resolution (768x576 pixels) and DVTS achieves a 
latency lower than a second. This latency is not enough to show a real-time 
video-conference but would be enough for a fluent moderated debate. 
 
HDV9 + VLC10: HDV format tries to fit HD content onto the same original DV 
tapes, using a lower bit rate (25 Mbps) but achieving a high resolution of 
1920x1080pixels. Employing this video format and VLC as a transmission 
software, the latency of the system is higher than 3 seconds. This value does 
not allow a fluent video-conference. 
 
 
Videoconference 
System 
Quality enough to 
big screens 
projection 
Low Latency 
(less than 1sec.) 
Specific HW 
H323 Yes Yes (< 0,5sec.) Yes 
DV + DVTS Yes Yes (< 1sec.) No 
HDV + VLC Yes No (> 3sec.) No 
Table 3.1 Video-conference systems comparison 
 
Showing the results in a table is possible to conclude that DV + DVTS is the 
best system to fulfill the compromise between good quality and low latency. 
 
3.2. MegaConference Design 
 
The next section defines the MegaConference System scenario and the design 
of its elements. 
                                            
7
 DV: Digital Video (see GLOSSARY) 
8
 DVTS: DV Transport System (see Glossary) 
9
 HDV: High Definition Video (see Glossary) 
10
 VLC: VideoLan media player (see Glossary) 
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Figure 3.1 MegaConference System complete scenario 
 
This is the MegaConference scenario representing the Virtual European 
Parliament debate session. This scenario consists of: 
 
 End Point: A big room where the debate attendees (students and 
politicians) and the devices and software to be able the 
MegaConference are allocated. 
 MCU: The MegaConference engine that allows multipoint video-
conferencing between the three regions and the video streaming for 
users at home. 
 MegaConference Moderator: The person who controls the MCU and will 
select the next “speaker region”. Performs the changing turns using a 
Moderator Interface. 
 Publication for users at home: Is the designed scenario to allow the 
users at home to follow the curse of the debate sessions. 
 
The MegaConference starts when all these elements are set up. Then a 
communication process where the MCU reacts at every changing turn in order 
to show at each End Point who is the speaker at that moment will be carried 
out. 
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3.2.1. End Point description 
 
In a MegaConference communication process there are End Point Scenarios 
where the participants of the MegaConference from each region will be 
physically together. 
 
An End Point scenario will consist on 3 screens where all the participants at the 
same time can be seen. The own End Point video will be shown in a preview 
screen. The video from the person talking at one turn (Active Speaker11), 
regardless the origin region will be shown in a Central Screen (maybe bigger) 
and the third one could be seen in a secondary screen. 
 
 
Figure 3.2 End Point appearance 
 
These End Points will consist of: 
 One Computer to transmit a DVTS stream to the central MCU. 
 One Digital Video device connected to. 
 This computer will always display the captured video on the 
Preview Screen. 
 Two Computers to receive DVTS streams. These Reception streams 
are classified on: 
 Central Listener (where always the speaker will be shown, on the 
central screen). 
 Secondary Listener (where the third participant will be shown, on 
the secondary screen). 
 
                                            
11
 AP: Active Speaker (see Glossary) 
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Figure 3.3 MegaConference End Point 
 
3.2.2. MCU description 
 
MCU is the MegaConference engine, responsible of receiving all the End Points 
video streams, its replication and switching following MegaConference 
communication Process. 
 
The main MCU requirement is to always show the Active Speaker on a central 
screen at every End Point regardless of the origin region. But, when an End 
Point becomes the Active Point (with Active Speaker) an exception to this 
behaviour appears. 
 
In a real conversation the speaker is normally looking at his listener to see his 
reactions and expressions. In a debate it has a great importance too. In this 
way, the MCU will not send the stream from the Active Speaker to seeing at 
himself speaking in the Central Screen; he will see the last active speaker of the 
conference (assuming that is the one he is talking to). 
 
As a result: The MCU will exchange the video sent to the End Point Listeners at 
every changing turn except when the End Point  will receive the new speaking 
turn. In this case, the Scenario will not change. 
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Figure 3.4 MCU Scenario 
 
This MCU will consist on: 
 
 All End Points connected to, via DVTS. The received streams are 
tagged and classified on: 
 Active Point (AP): Is the End Point which sends the active 
speaker stream. 
 Last Active Point (LAP): MCU has to remember which one was 
the last Active End Point. 
 Waiting Point (WP): Is the third End Point. The one that is 
listening at this turn. 
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MCU behavior 
 
The MCU behaviour is based on the creation of a destinations list for each one 
of the received and tagged video streams. 
 
The destination lists are filled in using every End Point Listener (Central o 
Secondary) plus the Windows Media Server (for users at home). 
 
The determined position of these destinations in one or other list depends of the 
MCU rules, which define the correct system behaviour. 
 
These are: 
 1st MCU rule. An End Point will never receive its own stream. 
 Each End Point will always see its own images in a local screen, 
using the local preview to avoid possible eco and extra delay. 
 A received and tagged stream cannot contain any of the 
Listeners from its source End Point as a destination. 
 2nd MCU rule. An End Point will never receive at the same time equal 
streams in different listener points. 
 In one End Point is not possible to see the same image in 
different screens.  
 A destination list cannot contain repeated destinations. 
 
MCU follows the MegaConference communication process by filling its 
destination list accomplishing the MCU rules every time that the Active Speaker 
changes. 
 
This MCU behaviour can be defined by the next destinations lists table where 
Central and Secondary Listeners from every End Point are placed. 
 
Received & tagged 
stream 
AP LAP WP 
Destination 1 CLLAP CLAP SLAP 
Destination 2 CLWP SLWP SLLAP 
Destination 3 CLWPn SLWPn - 
 
Table 3.2 Generic Destinations List  
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Graphical Example: 
 
Now, an example of the End Point screens behavior along the several 
speaking turns will be shown in order to show how the video changes are. 
  
1. Spain is the observed End Point. Belgium starts the debate, is the active 
point and will be shown in the central screen. Sweden is only listening at 
this moment. 
 
Figure 3.5 Belgium starts 
 
2. Sweden receives the speaking turn and takes up the central screen as 
active point. Belgium is now the Last Active Point. 
 
Figure 3.6 Speaking turn to Sweeden 
 
3. Now, Spain replies to Sweden and becomes the Active Point. The video 
of the last speaker (Sweden) is maintained on the Central Screen. 
 
 
Figure 3.7 Spain replies to Sweden 
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3.2.3. Moderator Interface 
 
The communication process sequence is performed by the MegaConference 
Moderator using its interface. The moderator will be able to monitor all the 
received streams and to select the correct one, using the Moderator Interface, 
every time that speaker changes. 
 
 
 
Figure 3.8 Moderator Interface 
 
This is a really simple interface that will connect to the MCU via IP address and 
port and where every End Point is represented by a “1”, “2” or “3”. 
 
3.2.4. Publication for users at home 
 
The publication for users at home is like an extra End Point with only a Central 
Listener since it also has to receive the Active Stream. In this way, it is 
completely integrated with the MCU behaviour. Users at home will receive a 
single stream with the active speaker at any time. 
 
MCU sends this stream to all home users through Windows Media server that 
encodes the 30Mbps stream from Digital Video to a 1Mbps “WMS format” video 
stream supported by a conventional ADSL internet connection. 
 
This process adds around 15 seconds of delay since that the speaker starts to 
talk until the video is received for the user at home. It is not a critical situation 
because have no effect over the course of the real debate. The user at home 
will see all the session progress. 
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Figure 3.9 Publication for users at home 
This figure shows the video publication required elements from the MCU to the 
Chat Room User Interface. 
3.3. MegaConference Implementation and Configuration 
 
The implementation of a MCU, able to handle high definition videos (up to 30 
Mbps) does not require any special equipment, a basic PC with Linux based 
operating system and a good Ethernet card (1Gbps speed) will permit the 
MegaConference debate sessions. 
 
The first phase and main part of the implementation has been dedicated to the 
MCU intelligence and the second one for the several challenges found on the 
different MegaConference elements configuration and deployment. 
 
3.3.1. End Point  
 
The End Point configuration process is focused on its set up. During the End 
Point design several devices and specific software have been required. 
However, projection methods have been remained undetermined, in order to 
allow at every region to use or choose them own. 
 
The End Point set up is the unique step required to join and participate on a 
MegaConference debate session and should be easy for a person that used to 
work with computers. However, a User Guide to start up the End Point scenario 
step by step has been written in order to help a non-expert user to set it up 
without problems  (see Annex 1. User Guide). After this start up, the MCU will 
control and manage all the video transmission system. 
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3.3.2. MCU 
 
The implementation of the MCU is based on the design of the MCU behaviour. 
 
The MCU intelligence is developed under the objective of accomplish the first 
MegaConference initial requirement; show the active speaker in a central 
screen from an End Point scenario where the three conference participants can 
be seen at the same time. 
 
This intelligence aims to represent the MegaConference communication 
process and to implement the MCU behavior (see section 3.2 MegaConference 
Design) without the requirement of any action from the End Points. The MCU 
behavior (stream changes) has no impact onto the End Point Reception 
Computers that will be shown different streams all along the debate session as 
a unique one. 
 
3.3.2.1. Architecture 
 
The MCU intelligence is based on a layered architecture divided on 4 main 
ones: an external User Interface that creates and sends the input to the next 
layer through a socket UDP12. Then the Logic and Data ones, two separated 
layers but strongly related that performs the video streaming organization. And 
the MCU library that offers a serial of managing tools as a base of the 
architecture. 
 
                                            
12
 UDP: User Datagram Protocol (see Glossary) 
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Figure 3.10 Architecture Logical View 
 
Logic and Data description: 
 
These two layers are implemented strictly to represent the MegaConference 
scenario and its behavior.  
 
The data layer contains all the network data required by the MCU library 
methods. The Logic is responsible of filling the data to the containers and gets it 
when the library methods are employed. 
 
Logic runs over the three roles that an End Point can take at every input to the 
system: Active Point13, Last Active Point14 and Waiting Point15 (see sections 
3.2.2 MCU description). The state diagram below describes the possible states 
of an End Point in terms of roles assignation. 
 
                                            
13
 Active Point: AP (see Glossary) 
14
 Last Active Point: LAP (see Glossary) 
15
 Waiting Point: WP (see Glossary) 
cd Logical View
User Interface
Logic
Data Model
Main
+ initialize() : void
+ setAP() : void
+ asignaRol() : void
+ actualizeStreamList() : void
+ InitStreamList() : void
Dev ice EPoint
MCU Library
PracticalSocket
ModeratorUI
UdpSocketMCUSwingGui
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Figure 3.11 States Diagram 
 
These roles should be saved and actualized at every UDP packet received from 
the Moderator interface (changing turn). Then the logic uses the library methods 
in order to reorganize the video streaming sent to the End Points. 
 
 
MCU Library Description: 
 
The MCU library has been developed into the i2cat research and innovation 
framework to achieve multipoint video-conference for high definition videos (up 
to 30 Mbps) without the requirement of any special equipment. A basic 
computer with Linux based operating system is enough to set up the MCU 
software. 
 
This new generation MCU offers a set of methods to allow a determined 
behavior implementation and performs its function of adding and distributing 
video streams working at IP level, it means that any process over the video 
streams is required to receive and transmit them [5]. 
 
3.3.3. Moderator Interface 
 
The employed Moderator Interface is configured to control the MCU changing 
turns. 
 
This Moderator interface is the first layer of the MCU intelligence architecture. 
 
 
Figure 3.12 User Interface Layer 
cd Logical View
User Interface
ModeratorUI
UdpSocketMCUSwingGui
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It is a java application that can run in any OS, connected to the MCU via UDP. 
The communication process consists on a swing application that encloses a “1”, 
“2” or “3” on a UDP packet and sends it to the MCU. The MCU has a listening 
socket that will be always waiting for these packets. 
 
 
Figure 3.13 Blocs Diagram 
 
3.3.4. Publication for users at home 
 
The video publication for users at home consists on its scenario configuration 
regarding that the users at home will receive a single stream with the active 
speaker at any time from the MCU. 
 
MCU sends this stream to all home users through a Windows Media server; this 
server should receive the video from a Windows Media Encoder but, this 
encoder only recognizes the video capture devices. This comes across with that 
the MCU video streaming is not recognized by the Windows Media Encoder. 
As a solution, a specific scenario has been designed. 
 
Publication for users at home scenario consists of: 
 Reception Computer with installed DVTS. 
 Video Converser Digital/Analogical. 
 Analogical video capture. 
 Reception computer with Windows Media Encoder installed. 
 Windows Media Server (supporting more than 300 connections). 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.14 Blocs Diagram 
Setting up this scenario to publish a DV from the DVTS application using a 
Windows Media Server is possible. 
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CHAPTER 4. MEGACONFERENCE CHAT ROOM 
 
This chapter describes the MegaConference Chat Room scenario and the 
process of analysis, design, implementation and configuration of its elements. 
 
MegaConference Chat Room is a dedicated scenario to the individual users at 
home that allows in one hand, to see all the debate session progress receiving 
a single stream with the Active Speaker from the MCU through a Windows 
Media Server. And by the other hand allows the participation of the user at 
home using Instant Messaging (IM chat) as a way of real-time communication 
via text. 
 
The main objective of this application is to unify the necessary tools in a user 
friendly UI to bring citizens at home closer to the MegaConference debate 
sessions with the unique requirement of having a computer connected to 
internet. 
 
This scenario design and configuration have been based on its future 
deployment. In order to offer a stable service, the application should be 
integrated into the i2cat services platform. 
 
4.1. Initial Requirements 
 
The MegaConference Chat Room achieves the objective of develop a friendly 
User Interface where a user only needs to type an anonymous login to see the 
course and to participate in the MegaConference debate sessions. 
 
MegaConference Chat Room consist of two main design areas, the system that 
will allow the user participation via text and the User Interface that will bring 
together the video publication and the chat client. 
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Figure 4.1 MegaConference Chat Room Design 
 
In order to make possible the text communication, a chat platform development 
has been necessary. The Chat Platform is the group of elements that involves a 
chat service from the software client to the server that allows the 
communication. 
 
This scenario open up the challenge to improve the existent i2cat chat service 
based on Jabber, an open instant messaging technology. 
 
The gathered requirements from i2cat and VEP partners for the chat server and 
client are listed below. 
 
Required chat server features: 
 Multi User Chat. Essential feature for VEP chat rooms. 
 Open Source License. Possibility to test and compare solutions without 
payment. 
 Administration Utility: Web based Interface. Eases the administration 
from any VEP region. 
 High stability. 
 Security encryption via SSL. 
 High Flexibility. Thinking in future requirements. 
 Virtual Hosting to offer service to the different i2cat Domains. 
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Required chat client features: 
 Multi User Chat. Essential feature for VEP chat rooms. 
 Web client. No host requirements (hardware or software). 
 Highly configurable. 
 User friendly. 
 
4.2. Chat Platform 
 
Regarding it is wide documented and developed moreover of the support jabber 
community where exists a big amount of applications, a new Jabber server and 
a Jabber client have been chosen after a study and comparison. 
 
4.2.1. Jabber server 
 
In order to find the most suitable server for the VEP project and the i2cat 
service platform, a study about the mainly information and features about the 
well-known jabber servers of the moment has been developed (see Annex 2. 
Jabber Servers Comparison). The main conclusions are listed below. 
4.2.1.1. Jabber servers comparison 
 
The table below shows which one of the required features, from the list, have 
each one of the studied servers in a comparison matrix. 
 
Features\Servers Jabberd14 
Jabber 
XCP 
OpenFire 
(Wildfire) 
Tigase Open IM Ejabberd 
Open Source       
Web based 
interface       
High Stability       
Multi User Chat       
Security       
High Flexibility       
Virtual Hosting       
 
Table 4.1 Jabber servers comparison 
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4.2.1.2. Ejabberd server 
 
Ejabberd is a fault-tolerant, clusterable and modular Jabber/XMPP server. The 
design goals are stability, performance and full features. It includes many 
services (Multi-User Chat, Publish-Subscribe, Jabber User Directory, HTTP-
Polling and IRC Transport) and several administrative methods (web interface, 
command line tool and ad-hoc commands). The Ejabberd project is supported 
by Process-one and by the independent Ejabberd Community. 
One of the most important reasons to choose Ejabberd is that supports virtual 
hosts, allowing to configure separately each i2cat domains and to maintain the 
features from the previous i2cat jabber server. 
 
Ejabberd fulfils all the required features: 
 
 Built-in Multi-User chat Module 
 Open Source GPL 
 Based on Cross platform. Erlang language. 
 Web interface and command line tool for administration 
 Fault-tolerance, clusterable, distributable, flexible, well tested, reliable 
 Secure communication (SSL/TLS) 
 Flexible: modular architecture 
 Virtual Hosting Supported 
 
4.2.2. Jabber client 
 
The Jabber client is dedicated to the user that does not have a high knowledge 
about informatics and employs the computer as a work tool (text editors, email 
and chat). By the other hand, this chat client has been conceived just to 
complement the debate sessions and is not in the purpose of this tool to replace 
the usual IM application of the user. For this reason the jabber client will be 
based on a global chat room where will meet all home debate participants. 
 
4.2.2.1. Jeti Jabber client 
 
Jeti [3] is a Java Jabber client that supports most common chat features such 
as emoticons, file transfer, group chat, and formatted messages. In addition, it 
can be used as a Web applet16. This means that there are no requirements for 
the computer host, only the user’s browser must have enabled the java plug-
in/package. 
 
One of the most important reasons to choose Jeti, aside from the big amount of 
group chat features, is the possibility to configure a specific chat room as a 
main window with only one previous step, where the user only has to type an 
anonymous login to join the room. 
                                            
16
 Applet (see GLOSSARY) 
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The Jeti client high configurability rises from its option files (xml17 files) where 
the features can be easily enabled or disabled changing the desired option 
value. 
 
However, there are some configuration options dedicated to the internet 
publication features that should be detailed into the Jeti html file, these are the 
required ones to achieve the specific VEP configuration. 
 
4.3. User Interface 
 
The User Interface that will bring together the video publication and the chat 
room will be based on a web page, where people at home will be able to see 
the course of the MegaConference debate sessions and to participate via text 
mode having as unique requirements a computer with internet connection and 
type an anonymous login to join the chat. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.2 User Interface 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                            
17
 XML: eXtensible Markup Language (see Glossary) 
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4.3.1. Design 
 
The web User Interface has been designed following the next principles: 
 The web should be supported by any browser: Content and style have to 
be divided. 
 XHTML18 code should be valid: describes the web content. 
 CSS19 code should be valid: describes the web presentation (the style). 
 
4.3.1.1. Web content (XHTML) 
 
The MegaConference User Interface content is basically the video player and 
the Jeti applet that are considered as different objects into the web page. 
 
The object to receive video streaming should be designed to have a space 
where will be placed a Windows Media Player (is required to receive a video 
from Windows Media server). 
 
The Jeti applet object will be designed to be supported by any browser.  
 
4.3.1.2. Web Style (CSS) 
 
The web style of the User Interface is responsible to define the look&feel of the 
objects (size, colour, position, margins…). 
 
Windows Media Server sends a video streaming that has a fixed size (512x384 
pixels). The video object size has been configured according to this received 
video stream. 
 
As a result, the chat size has been designed to take up the available free space. 
This aspect will depend of the user’s screen dimensions. 
 
                                            
18
  XHTML: EXtensible HyperText Markup Language  Glossary (see GLOSSARY) 
19
 CSS: Cascading Style Sheets Glossary (see GLOSSARY) 
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CHAPTER 5. MEGACONFERENCE TEST PLAN 
 
This Test Plan has as a principal objective to assure that the MegaConference 
system accomplishes the full requirements of the project.  
 
It also describes the followed strategy to evaluate the MegaConference system 
during its development focused on checking correct operation and stability of 
the system. 
 
The Test Plan divides the MegaConference scenario into distinct testing stages, 
identifies the MegaConference features to be tested, organizes them on test 
cases that determine testing conditions and success criteria, and gathers the 
main results in a table.  
 
It is not in the testing scope to evaluate the system configuration or 
implementation and a good network connectivity (required bandwidth & no 
loses) between End Points and MCU is assumed.  
 
In order to allow the MegaConference testing on different phases of the 
development process, the testing stages fit with the MegaConference design 
division (MegaConference system and MegaConference Chat Room) and the 
complete MegaConference scenario will be evaluated integrating elements 
stage by stage. 
 
5.1. Stage 1: MegaConference MCU 
 
This testing stage represents an early phase of development where the End 
Points have been defined and the MCU Logic has been just implemented. 
 
 
Figure 5.1 Basic MegaConference MCU 
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The aim of the next test cases is to check the stability and good behavior of the 
MCU implementation based on a determined testing conditions and success 
criteria. 
 
Testing conditions: 
 MCU working without Moderator Interface 
 Video bit rate: around 1Mbps 
 VLC media player (instead of Cam + DVTS) 
 
Criteria: 
 Acceptable delay: 1sec 
 Clear video commuting: No video issues (pixelations, frozen image, black 
screen) 
 
A test cases description and its results have been gathered in the table. 
 
Test case Description 
Success 
behavior 
Clear video 
commuting 
Acceptable 
delay 
TC1: 
Video 
transmission 
end 2 end 
When all End Points are transmitting the 
three videos can be seen at each End Point.  -  
TC2: 
Video 
commuting 
End Point screens behavior along the several 
speaking turns accomplishes the MCU 
restrictive rules at every End Point 
   
Table 5.1 Basic MegaConference MCU test cases 
 
The obtained results are satisfactory, however it has been detected that the 
efficiency of the system can be improved adding to the MCU logic a control of 
the received data to avoid unnecessary stream lists actualizations. 
 
5.2. Stage2: Video Publication 
 
This testing stage covers the testing of the MegaConference Chat Room 
scenario previous to the integration with the MegaConference System as shown 
below. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.2 Testing Stage2 Scenario 
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The scenario consists of all the necessary elements from the video captured by 
a Digital Video camera to the chat room User Interface. The testing scenario 
does not have MCU, in order to simplify it and ease the issue detection within 
the Video Publication. 
 
Testing conditions: 
 Without MCU 
 Video bit rate: 30Mbps – 1Mbps 
 Digital Video Cam and DVTS 
 Using the required video quality: PAL 768x576 pixels - 512x384 pixels 
 Using the required elements (see Figure 5.2) 
 
The evaluated parameters with success criteria are defined below: 
 Acceptable delay: Less than 15seconds. 
 Clear video commuting: No video issues (pixelations, frozen image, black 
screen) 
 
The test case description and its results have been gathered in the next table.  
 
Test case Description 
Success 
behavior 
Acceptabl
e delay 
TC1: 
Video 
transmission 
end 2 end 
When the DV camera is transmitting  
the video can be seen at: 
  
 the reception DVTS   
 the Windows Media Encoder   
 the chat room User Interface   
 
Table 5.2 Video Publication test cases 
 
The received video presents the expected results at the three evaluated points: 
At the DVTS reception the video shows a PAL resolution, afterwards the 
Windows Media Encoder receives and processes the video achieving a 
512x384pixels video resolution. Finally, the video streaming published by the 
Windows Media Server can be seen at the chat room User Interface. In 
addition, the presented delay as a result of the video processing -10seconds- is 
lower than the expected. The obtained results show that the scenario behavior 
is 100% acceptable. 
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5.3. Stage 3: Global scenario 
 
This testing stage covers an advanced phase of development process, where 
the MCU is fully implemented and the complete MegaConference scenario 
should be evaluated. 
 
 
 
Figure 5.3 MegaConference Complete Scenario 
 
The test cases, which ensure that the MegaConference system meets the full 
requirements of the project, have been organized integrating the system 
elements from the first testing stage to the complete scenario in order to easily 
detect a bad operation. 
 
Testing conditions: 
 Digital Video Cam and DVTS. 
 MCU working with Moderator Interface. 
 Video bit rate: 30Mbps for DVTS and 1Mbps for video Publication. 
 
Criteria: 
 Clear video commuting: No video issues (pixelations, frozen image, black 
screen). 
 Acceptable delay: 1sec. 
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Test case Description 
Success 
behavior 
Clear video 
commuting 
Acceptable 
delay 
TC1: 
Moderator 
Interface 
integration 
The End Point screens behavior along the 
several speaking turns accomplishes the 
MCU restrictive rules at every End Point. 
   
TC2: 
Video 
Publication 
integration 
Along the several speaking turns, the video 
from the Active Speaker regardless the origin 
region can be seen at the User Interface. 
   
TC3: 
Chat integration 
Integrating the chat room UI and the chat 
platform the system becomes complete. The 
chat room should be available and run with 
no bad operation during all the debate 
session. 
  - 
TC4: 
Stress testing 
To press the buttons from the Moderator UI 
continuously during a few seconds. The 
system should support it. 
   
TC5: 
Stability testing 
To keep the complete scenario running for 3 
hours without a system break down. 
 
  - 
 
Table 5.3 Global Scenario test cases 
 
During the first test case some issues at the End Points has been detected, the 
video commuting on the two reception screens does not take place at the same 
time so for less than a second the two reception screens show the same 
images. It rises from the performance of the MCU behavior based on a 
sequential video processing. Because of the small time of actualization it does 
not become a critical situation but, MCU could be improved basing its behavior 
on a concurrent video processing that would allow the video commuting 
simultaneously. 
 
However, this issue has no critical impact into the complete scenario that 
realizes a 100% acceptable behavior validating that the MegaConference fulfils 
the project requirements. 
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS AND NEXT STEPS  
 
In this chapter the conclusions of the current paper, the environment impact of 
activities done in it and future steps for improving the actual state of 
MegaConference system into the VEP project time lines are described. 
 
The gathered conclusions have been separated in different sections. Firstly the 
achieved objectives of the project have been evaluated. Next, an overview 
about the delivered platform has been done for a later analysis of results. 
 
6.1. Achieved Objectives 
 
Users’ requirements specification has been gathered from the three VEP 
regions interacting with Swedish and Flemish partners. It has been analyzed 
and divided to assure that the most important design areas, its elements and 
the relationship between them reaches the requirements. 
 
A MegaConference system that virtually reproduces a European Parliament 
debate session has been designed, developed, implemented, configured and 
tested. 
 
A user friendly web User Interface that, in one hand, shows the course of the 
debate sessions via video streaming and, in the other hand, allows the 
participation of the users at home via text mode has been also developed to 
bring any user closer to the European Parliament, having an on-line computer 
as unique requirement. 
 
The original MegaConference requirements have been reached and validated. 
 
6.1.1. Delivered Platform 
 
The delivered platform defines the MegaConference complete scenario that 
achieves the specified requirements. A general overview of the purposed 
solution and its designed and developed elements has been done below. 
 
The MegaConference system based on DV + DVTS achieves a PAL video 
quality, enough to project on big screens and latency lower than a second that 
allows a fluent moderated debate with high interactivity. 
 
The MegaConference system is made up of three End Point Scenarios where 
the participants from one region are physically together, a MCU as engine that 
allows multipoint video-conferencing, a Moderator Interface and a video 
publication for users at home. 
 
An End Point scenario consists on 3 screens where all the participants at the 
same time can be seen. The MCU shows the Active Speaker on the central 
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screen at every End Point and the video changes at every speaking turn except 
when the End Point receives it, in this case the scenario does not change. 
 
The MCU behaviour is based on the creation of a destinations list for each 
received and tagged video streams. These destination lists are filled in 
accomplishing the MCU rules. Every changing turn and the expected video will 
be sent to the End Point reception screens. 
 
The MegaConference Chat Room is based on a user friendly UI that brings 
together the video publication, where the user is able to see the course of the 
debate sessions, and a chat room to allow the users participation via text mode. 
 
To support the chat room a chat platform based on jabber has been developed 
employing Ejabberd as server and Jeti applet as client.  
 
The Ejabberd server most important features are chat room service as essential 
feature for VEP chat rooms, administration via web interface that eases the 
administration from any VEP region and virtual hosting to offering service to 
different Domains. 
 
The Jeti applet has been configured to show a global chat room where all home 
debate participants as main window will meet. 
 
This complete system has been tested and validated for a near set up in a real 
behavior with students and MEPs.  
 
6.1.2. Analysis of Results 
 
The analysis of results shows the repercussion of the MegaConference project 
into the VEP project. 
 
The actual phase of the VEP project is concentrated on recruiting users from 
the three regions to test the VEP portal and develop content to generate 
enough information and opinions for a posterior MegaConference debate 
session. 
 
Regarding the project objectives separated in specific tasks, only one objective 
have not been achieved because of a global VEP project rescheduling: to start 
up and test the system in a real behavior with students and MEPs (European 
Parliament Members). 
 
6.2. Environment impact 
 
Nowadays, in a globalized world, working groups are distributed around the 
world. Several companies are geographical dispersed and managers travel for 
meeting on headquarters. Also research group work in a cooperative way with 
other international institutions and need to make face to face meeting. Also in 
telemedicine, doctors can save to travel huge distance for evaluating their 
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patients, especially in medical specialists. These are few examples where high 
definition video conference can be useful to save time, money and reduce 
pollution related on people transport. 
 
Negative impact may be needs of high amount of bandwidth that are needed for 
making done the videoconference, needing the construction of new lines of 
optical fiber, satellite communication and aerial constructions. 
 
On the MegaConference System, working with ordinary Computers, it is a 
positive environment impact because this equipment can be used in other task 
when the debate sessions are not running. 
 
6.3. Next Steps 
 
The acquired knowledge during the MegaConference development leads to 
propose some steps than can be interesting for improving the system that were 
not in the objectives of the project at the origin.  
 
6.3.1. Moderator Interfaces 
 
As a result of the designed MCU, controlled by an UDP packet protocol, the 
model can be improved in two different ways. 
 
6.3.1.1. Improved Moderator Interface 
 
The first proposal is to change the rigid Swing interface by a Web interface to 
allow the moderation task from any VEP region by a determined person with the 
unique requirement of haveing a computer connected to internet. 
 
This scenario consists of a simple web form that posts the new Active Point 
Identification (“1”,”2” or “3”) into a servlet20 that will pack it in an UDP packet and 
will send it to the MCU. 
 
 
Figure 6.1 Improved moderator interface 
 
 
                                            
20
 Servlet (see GLOSSARY) 
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6.3.1.2. Auto Moderator 
 
The Auto Moderator Interface would allow an automated MegaConference 
Debate sessions where every End Point should to ask for the speaking turn and 
these requests would be processed by a justice algorithms application before to 
selecting and sending the new Active Point to the MCU. 
 
 
 
Figure 6.2 Auto moderator 
 
6.3.2. Concurrent MCU 
 
Into the testing stages an issue reflected on the video streaming commutation 
that affects the MCU behavior has been detected.  
 
At the End Points, the video commuting on the two reception screens is not at 
the same time and for less than a second the two reception screens show the 
same images. It rises from the performance of the MCU behavior based on a 
sequential video processing. 
 
MCU could be improved basing its behavior on a concurrent video processing 
that would allow the video commuting simultaneously adding quality at the 
system. 
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6.4. Personal Conclusions 
 
During my work on this project I have meet several technologies which I had 
never used before or were unknown for me and will be useful in my professional 
future. 
 
This project has brought me the opportunity to make a route into the 
organization and main stages of an important project as VEP is, doing several 
tasks and assuming different roles depending on the developed task 
(documentation, design, implementation, development, configuration, set up, 
managing, deal with the client – VEP partners - …). 
 
Moreover, the future impact of the result of my work into the VEP project has 
been a huge motivation all along. 
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GLOSSARY 
 
Active Point (AP) 
The AP is the End Point that sends the active speaker stream. 
 
Active Speaker (AS) 
The Active Speaker is the person who receives the speaking turn. Speaking 
turns are assigned by the moderator through the Moderator Interface. 
 
Applet 
An applet is a java program that can be included in an HTML page, in the same 
way that an image is included in a page. When using a Java technology-
enabled browser to view a page that contains an applet, the applet's code is 
transferred to your system and executed by the browser's Java Virtual Machine 
(JVM). 
 
Central Listener (CL)  
The CL is the computer receiving the DVTS stream to be displayed on the 
Central Screen (the biggest one). 
 
 
Figure 0.1 End Point 
 
 
CSS 
Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) is a stylesheet language used to describe the 
presentation of a document written in a markup language. Its most common 
application is for style web pages written in HTML and XHTML. 
 
European Council (EC) 
A body composed of the heads of state or government of Member States. 
Convenes at least twice a year to determine the major guidelines for the EU’s 
future development. 
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European Parliament Member (MEP) 
Members of the European Parliament that participates into the VEP activities in 
order to fill the gap between politicians and citizens. 
 
Digital Video (DV) 
Digital Video is a digital video format created by Sony, JVC and Panasonic. The 
Digital Video format uses DCT intraframe lossy compression at a fixed bitrate of 
25 megabits per second (25.146 Mbit/s), which, when added to the sound data, 
the subcode data, error detection, and error correction amounts in all to roughly 
36 megabits per second (approx 35.382 Mbit/s). 
 
Digital Video Transport System  (DVTS)  
Digital Video Transport System is an application which enables DV (Digital 
Video) distribution on the Internet. The DV data is sent over the Internet using 
RTP (Real-Time Transportation Protocol). The DVTS software is simple to use 
and inexpensive. You can obtain it from the project portal at 
http://www.sfc.wide.ad.jp/DVTS/. 
 
Last Active Point (LAP)  
The LAP is the End Point which was the Active Point in the previous speaking 
turn. 
 
Multipoint Control Unit (MCU)  
The Multipoint Control Unit is an endpoint on the network which provides the 
capability for three or more terminals to participate in a multipoint 
videoconference.  
Secondary Listener (SL)  
The SL is the computer receiving the DVTS stream to be displayed on the 
secondary screen. See Figure 0.1. 
 
Servlet 
A Servlet is a java application used to extend the functionality of a web server.  
A Servlet receives an HTTP request and, based on that request generates an 
HTTP response. Developers can also use Servlets to communicate to other 
business systems while processing requests, taking advantage of the entire 
JEE (Java Enterprise Edition) stack capabilities. 
 
Phase Alternating Line (PAL):  
PAL is a video standard used by the color television industry and is the common 
standard used in Europe. This video signal format sets the video to playback at 
25 frames per second which contain 625 lines of pixels in each frame. 
There are various divisions within the PAL standard which determine what pixel 
and frame aspect ratios are used. These formats are as follows: 
 PAL (resolution 720 x 486) 
 D-1 PAL (resolution 720 x 576) 
 D-1 PAL Square Pix (resolution 768 x 576) 
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Waiting Point (WP)  
The WP is the third End Point. The one which is neither the AP nor the LAP. 
 
User Datagram Protocol (UDP) 
Internet packet protocol to communicate networked systems. 
 
Web 2.0 technology 
Web 2.0 is a term that refers to a second generation of Internet-based services. 
These usually include tools that let people collaborate and share information 
online, such as social networking sites, wikis, communication tools, and 
folksonomies. 
 
XHTML (eXtensible Hypertext Markup Language) 
XHTML is a W3C recommendation, which consists in a reformulation of HTML 
in XML. Pure XHTML documents allow for automated processing to be 
performed using standard XML tools. 
 
XML (eXtensible Markup Language) 
XML is an a W3C recommendation. Its primary purpose is to help information 
systems share structured data, particularly via the Internet, and it is used both 
to encode documents and to serialize data. 
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ANNEX 1: User Guide 
 
The purpose of this annex is to improve the knowledge about the 
MegaConference system and to guide a MegaConference user into the basic 
configuration steps for a good start up of the system. 
 
A little explanation about the expected screens behavior during a 
MegaConference session has been added in order to easily detect a bad 
operation. 
 
6.5.  Complete Scenario 
 
 
Figure 0.1 MegaConference complete scenario. 
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6.6. MegaConference Actors 
6.6.1. End Point 
 
Room, at every region, where will take place the MegaConference session. 
An End Point scenario will consist on 3 screens where all the participants 
can be seen. 
 
Devices per End Point: 
 One Transmission Computer to transmit a DVTS stream 
connected to MCU. 
 One Digital Video device connected to. 
 This computer displays the captured video in a Preview 
Screen.  
 This computer should be muted. 
 Two Reception Computers to receive DVTS streams. These 
Reception streams are classified on: 
 Central Listener (where the speaker will be shown at every 
turn change on the central screen). 
 Secondary Listener (where the third participant will be shown 
on the secondary screen). This computer should be muted. 
 
6.6.2. MCU 
 
MCU is the MegaConference engine. All End Points are connected to via 
DVTS. 
 Configured by i2cat MegaConference Administrator. 
 
6.6.3. Internet Publication 
 
Allow the MegaConference visualization and participation via text at Home. 
 Configured by i2cat MegaConference Administrator 
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6.7. End Point Configuration 
 
 
 
Figure 0.2 MegaConference End Point. 
 
6.7.1.  Central and Secondary Listeners Configuration (Reception 
Computers) 
 
Step 1. Operative System: Windows XP. 
 Windows Firewall should be deactivated. 
 Please check your ethernet card is minimum 100Mb. 
 
 
Figure 0.3 Ethernet checking. 
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 Note your IP address. 
 
 
 
Figure 0.4 IP address 
 
 Turn off the screensaver if necessary. 
 
Step 2. DVTS Configuration on DV Receive 
 Launch DVTS: If not, DVTS software should be installed. 
 Configure DV Receive, Port Number “1234” and press Change. 
 Press Start Receive button. 
 
 
 
Figure 0.5 DVTS Receive Configuration. 
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 After pressing “Start Receive” bottom the title will change to “Stop 
Receive” and the state of the DVTS (bottom left) will change to 
“Receiving…” 
 
 
Figure 0.6 DVTS Receiving. 
 
Note: These operations should be repeated for your 2 Reception 
Computers (Central Listener and Secondary Listener)  
 
Step 3. Send the IP addresses to the i2cat MegaConference Administrator. 
6.7.2. Source (Transmission Computer) 
 
Step 1. Operative System: Windows XP. 
 Windows Firewall should be deactivated. 
 Please check your ethernet card is minimum 100Mb. 
 Note your IP address. 
 Send it to the i2cat MegaConference Administrator. 
 Turn off the screensaver if necessary. 
 Connect your Digital Video device to the computer and when 
Windows detect it choose “Not Perform any action” option. 
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Figure 0.7 Don’t perform any action. 
 
Step 2. DVTS Configuration on DV Send 
 Launch DVTS: If not, DVTS software should be installed. 
  Type the MCU IP Address on DV Send  Options Destination 
 Provided by i2cat MegaConference Administrator. 
 Your camera should be listed under OptionsDV 
 If not, reconnect the Digital Video device and launch again your 
DVTS 
 Check the preview Monitor Box 
 Configure Port Number “1234”  
 
 
 
Figure 0.8 DVTS Send Configuration. 
 
Step 3. Wait for the i2cat MegaConference Administrator signal to press 
Start Send. 
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6.8. Screens Behavior 
 
The MegaConference screens behavior follows the next objectives: to 
reproduce a physical conversation/debate and afterwards to follow the 
European Parliament turn rules. 
 
In order to target these objectives, the videos shown on the central and 
secondary screens at every end point are controlled by the MCU. 
For a correct system behavior MCU has restrictive rules. These are: 
 
1. 1st MCU rule. An End Point will not receive its own sent stream. 
 Each End Point will always see its own video only in a 
preview screen. 
2. 2nd MCU rule. An End Point will not receive at the same time equal 
streams in different listener points. 
 In one End Point is not possible to see the same video in 
different screens.  
6.8.1. Scenario 
 
The main MegaConference requirement is to show the Active Speaker on a 
central screen at every End Point regardless of the origin region. 
 
 
 
Figure 0.9 End Point Screeens Design. 
 
Following the Video Conference rules, an exception to this behavior appears. 
When an End Point becomes the Active Point, its central screen maintains the 
last speaker video in order to allow the local speaker talk “face to face” to the 
last one. 
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As a result: The Video received on the Reception computers will exchange 
every Speaking turn except when the End Point receives the speaking turn. In 
this case, the Scenario won´t change. 
 
Graphical Example: 
 
Now, an example of the End Point screens behavior along the several 
speaking turns will be shown in order to observe how the video changes 
are.  
 
4. Spain is the observed End Point. Belgium starts the debate, is the 
active point and will be shown in the central screen (bigger if possible). 
Sweden is only listening at this moment. 
 
Figure 0.10 Belgium starts 
 
5. Sweden receives the speaking turn and take up the central screen as 
active point. Belgium is now the Last Active Point. 
 
Figure 0.11 Speaking turn to Sweeden  
 
6. Now, Spain replies to Sweden and becomes the Active Point. The 
video of the last speaker (Sweden) is maintained on the Central 
Screen. 
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Figure 0.12 Spain replies to Sweden 
 
 
6.9. Testing approach 
 
The testing that follows this user guide is focused on check the correct system 
operation. Is not in the testing scope to evaluate the system configuration or 
implementation and a good network connectivity between End Points and MCU 
is assumed. 
 
The principal test cases will be based on: 
 System start up: When all End Points are transmitting its video streaming 
all the participant regions can be seen at the End Point screens. 
 Clear communication 
 Acceptable delay 
 Screens behavior: the End Point screens behavior along the several 
speaking turns accomplishes the MCU restrictive rules at every End 
Point. 
 Clear communication 
 Acceptable delay 
 Clear and fast video transitions (On the reception screens when 
the speaker changes) 
 Stress testing: To make change the speaking turn continuously during a 
few seconds and the system supports it. 
 Persistence testing: The complete scenario running a long time without a 
system break down. 
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ANNEX 2: Jabber Servers Comparison 
This annex gathers the mainly information and features about the well-known 
jabber servers of the moment. Trying to find the most suitable server for the 
VEP project following the requirements listed below. 
 
6.10. Jabberd14 
 
Is a XMPP server implemented in C/C++. jabberd14 is the original server 
implementation of the Jabber protocol, now known as XMPP. It is open source, 
and it is free. This implementation has been formerly known as just jabberd as 
well. 
 
6.10.1. Key Features 
 XMPP server implemented in C/C++. 
 Excellent support for security and encryption protocols, 
 reuse / support of existing protocols, not only from the XMPP/Jabber 
world, 
 strict standards compliance, 
 flexibility in configuration and deployment, 
 Easy customizing / integration into web sites, 
 Classical jabber server (big developers community), very powerfull tool. 
 
6.10.2. Comments 
Is it possible to do virtual hosting with jabberd14? 
 
Yes, it is possible to configure jabberd14 to offer its services on different 
domains, having different user accounts on every domain. 
Search for the <host>…</host> element in the configuration file inside the 
<service id='sessions'>…</service> section. You can add multiple instances of 
this <host/> element inside this service, the server will offer its services on any 
of these domains. 
Is it possible to have different configuration for the different domains when 
using virtual hosting? 
 
Yes, this is possible. Search for the <service id='sessions'>…</service> section 
in the configuration file. Make a copy of this section in the same configuration 
file just after the first instance of it. Give both sections a different id, e. g. name 
your copy sessions2. 
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You now have two different instances of the session manager and can 
configure them differently, allowing user registration only on one instance, 
showing different transports, or other things. Configure each domain in that 
instance which has the configuration you want to use for this domain. Sure you 
can also have more than two copies of the session manager if you need. 
 
6.11. Jabber XCP 
 
Jabber XCP is the leading commercial XMPP-based presence and real-time 
messaging platform. Jabber XCP is noted for its scalability, extensibility, multi-
protocol support, superlative multi-user chat and broad database/directory 
server interoperability. 
 
6.11.1. Features 
 
 Flexible. 
 Extensible 
 Customizable 
 Reliable and Scalable 
 Secure 
 Open and Interoperable. 
 
6.12. OpenFire (Wilfire) 
 
Openfire is a powerful instant messaging (IM) and chat server that implements 
the XMPP protocol. It is remarkably simple to install, manage, customize, 
integrate with other applications, federate with other networks or even use as a 
platform for your own applications. Openfire is dual-licensed under the Open 
Source GNU General Public License (GPL) and commercially. 
 
6.12.1. Features 
 Web-based administration panel (user-friendly web interface). 
 Plugin interface. 
 Platform independent, pure Java 
 Customizable 
 Secure (SSL/TLS) 
 Open and interoperable. 
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6.13. Tigase 
 
Tigase Server is a lightweight and scalable Jabber/XMPP server written in Java. 
No third party libraries are needed. It can be used as embedded application in 
other systems or as a standalone service. Low resource consumption makes it 
a good solution for small installations and scalability makes it also good for 
deployments with very high load and a huge number of users, it can be installed 
on as many machines as needed. Is very modular and extensible. 
 
6.13.1. Features 
 
 Open Source and free (GPL2) 
 Java Based server 
 Robust and reliable 
 Secure communication (SSL/TLS) 
 Flexible 
 Extensible 
 Easy to set up and maintain 
 
6.14. OpenIM 
 
OpenIM Java Jabber ® Server is an open-source Java implementation (BSD 
License) of Jabber Instant Messager. 
  
The purpose of the OpenIM project is to produce a fast, simple, and highly 
efficient instant messager server with high modularisation codebase. 
 
6.14.1. Features 
 
Pros 
 Stability: successfully used in production 
 Modularity: component oriented using Plexus container (integration with 
LDAP or DB can be easily done via users-manager and storage API) 
 Most of classical IM functions are supported: message, presence, roster, 
subscription, vCard, offine storage, oob (lan file transfer), browse and 
search. 
 Server to Server communications 
 Secure connections via SSL 
 Message logger and recorder (for statistic usage or supervision) 
 
Cons 
 No able chat rooms 
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6.15. Ejabberd 
 
Ejabberd is a fault-tolerant, clusterable and modular Jabber/XMPP server. The 
design goals are stability, performance and featurefull. It includes many 
services (Multi-User Chat, Publish-Subscribe, Jabber User Directory, HTTP-
Polling and IRC Transport) and several administrative methods (web interface, 
command line tool and ad-hoc commands). Supports virtual hosts, IPv6 and 
migration from jabberd14. The ejabberd project is supported by Process-one 
and by the independent ejabberd Community. 
 
6.15.1. Features 
 built-in Multi-User chat Module 
 Open Source GPL 
 Based on Cross platform. Erlang language. 
 Web interface and command line tool for administration 
 fault-tolerance, clusterable, distributable, flexible, well tested, reliable 
 secure communication (SSL/TLS) 
 Flexible: modular architecture 
 Virtual Hosting Supported 
 
6.16. VEP required features 
 
 Open Source License. Possibility of test and compare solutions without 
payment. 
 Administration Utility: Web based Interface. Ease the administration from 
any VEP region. 
 Stability High. 
 Multi User Chat. Essential feature for VEP chat rooms. 
 Security encryption via SSL. 
 Flexibility High. Thinking in future requirements. 
 Virtual Hosting is required to offer service to our different i2cat Domains. 
 
Features\Servers Jabberd14 Jabber 
XCP 
OpenFire 
(Wildfire) 
Tigase Open 
IM 
Ejabberd 
Open Source       
Web based 
interface 
      
High Stability       
Multi User Chat       
Security       
High Flexibility       
Virtual Hosting       
 
Table 0.1 Comparison Matrix 
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